
Route name

Sponsor

Review carried out by Date 29/04/2022

Length of route 3.7m / 5.9km

E.g., where does it go from / 

to, does it link to any other 

routes, when was it built, is it 

well used, have we had any 

feedback about the route 

(negative / positive)

Summary of how the route 

performs against the Quality 

Criteria

Sponsors Cycleway 

signing 

recommendation

This route should signed as part of the Cycleways network

This Cycleway route runs from Wallis Road near to Hackney Wick Overground station, through the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park to Stratford and 

then progresses pass West Ham Cemetery to Wandstead Flats at Capel Road. The C16 full route continues to Barkingside. 

Performance against the Quality Criteria 

Improvements which could be considered

Cycleway Signage Assessment 

Overall the route performs well against the Quality Criteria with degrees of separation and slow moving traffic in most places. The 2015 counts 

shows a low volume of vehicles in most places.

Wallis Road: There is a low volume of vehicles with small amounts of on street parking. 2015 counts shows the busiest hour of 233 vph. There is a 

lift & stairs to reach the bridge crossing the River Lea and is accessible for disabled users.

Cooper Street/East Cross Bridge: Shared use facilities with pedestrians are provided through the Olympic Park.

Honour Lea Ave: A segregated cycle lane is provided and vehicles are slow moving. HGVs are delivering materials to constructions sites.

Temple Mill lane: ASL and road markings provided at the junction with Honour Lea Ave and there is segregation on the eastbound route. 

Leyton Road/Chobham Road: A segregated facility is provided through the roundabout, which has a higher volume of traffic. 2015 counts: 1107 

busiest hour.

Chobham Road/Manor Road: Cyclist share network with vehicles. Traffic was slow moving.

Henniker Road to Leytonstone Road: Slow moving traffic with some parking on both sides. Low vph with 2015 counts : 104 busiest hour. Toucan 

crossing provided at Leytonstone Road to Buxton Road.

Buxton Road to Capel Road: Low volumes of traffic and slow moving. There was parking on both sides in places, which may be a risk to cyclists.

Capel Road: Tiger Crossing provided to cross the A114. Parking in places narrow the width and causes conflicts between vehicles, which may cause 

an obstruction to cyclists. Traffic was slow moving. 2015 Counts: 199 busiest hour 

Background info

Route map

C16 Victoria Park to Wanstead Flats

Note here any sections of 

the route where schemes 

to deliver improvements in 

quality are already being 

planned, or could be 

considered in future. These 

will be collated and 

assessed elsewhere - these 

are ideas only, there is no 

commitment to add them 

to the programme. 

Design updates will need to incorporate planters placed on Buckingham Road & Field Road

Capel Road: To ensure good levels of lighting is provided at night as visibility may be low.

There are building works at the start of Honour Lea Avenue and cyclists are unable to use the toucan crossing. This should be 

completed before the wayfinding signage is installed.


